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Our Values

		« Our Values :
		Understanding our Client’s

						unique needs
		Handling complex and sophisticated matters
				local, national and international

		Achieving creative, and
						effective solutions
				
				Trust & Confidence »

Dr. Harun Kılıç
Partner
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Partner
Dr. Harun Kılıç, LL.M.
Partner

Dr. Harun Kılıç is the founding Partner of KILIÇ & Partners,
he has based the head office in Istanbul, where he practices
Turkish and International Law. His broad knowledge
and practice area experience includes M&A, PPP, project
finance, foreign investments, arbitration and dispute
resolution. Dr. Harun Kılıç also is well experienced in
advising on joint ventures and commercial contracts in the
energy and infrastructure sectors.
Dr. Harun Kılıç has given advise on numerous projects in
many sectors in Europe, Turkey, and Asia. In the energy
sector he has acted on behalf of client in relation to
various conventional and renewable energy projects,
and has experience in infrastructure and distribution,
within upstream oil and gas projects and cross border
transactions with the EU, Turkey, and CIS.
Dr. Harun Kılıç is a lecturer and guest speaker at several
universities and admitted to both the German and Turkish
bar associations.
He advises clients in English, Turkish, and German.
Harun obtained his LL.B. and LL.M. degrees at the Istanbul
University and PhD at the Bonn University. He visited the
University of Oxford and the London School of Economics
and Political Science as a visiting researcher. Harun
attended the programs for Commercial & Financial Law at
the London School of Economics and Political Science and
the “Building A Business” program at the Saïd Business
School of the University of Oxford.
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			Each Individual Client »

KILIÇ & Partners International Law Firm is operating from the head
office located in Istanbul, Turkey. We are specialized in all areas of
corporate and commercial law and specifically, business related
cross border transactions.
We are a multi lingual and multi cultural group of legal
professionals, with decades of commercial law experience to call
upon. We pride ourselves on being able to create, individual legal
based solutions for our multi national clients across the world in
every field of commercial and business law.
Our team includes lawyers focused on Corporate Law, Mergers
and Acquisitions, Securities, Banking and Finance, Antitrust and
Competition, Dispute Resolution and Commercial Litigation.
We offer legal services, which are client focused and designed for
the needs of international clients and business partners. We have
extensive knowledge and experience in international business, the
culture differences and legal processes. Our law firm’s strength lies
within our highly qualified legal professionals.
KILIÇ & Partners also works in partnership, with a global network of
legal professionals, which places us in a strong legal position to assist
our clients, whenever and wherever they require our services.
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Here at KILIÇ and Partners, we pride ourselves on being
commercially minded and client focused. We are a full service
corporate law firm, who provide professional legal services,
consultation and representation to International and Turkish
companies, who operate cross border. Our multinational
and international clients operate in many different sectors of
commerce, including Aviation, Banking, Energy, Steel, Technology
and Telecoms to name a few.
Our country specific international legal desks and lawyers have
substantial knowledge of cross border transactions, in all major
industries. They are experts in cross cultural and multilingual
business representation and are always available, to provide
consultation, and assistance in:
Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Kazakh, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Ukrainian, and Turkish. This sets us apart from
many other law firms in Turkey.
Turkey is a young and dynamic country, with a growing economy.
It is a country to do business with and from, and is the destination
of choice for many international companies across the globe to
set up and conduct business. In particular Turkish companies are
heavily involved in the development of projects with corporate
and international organisations in the transportation, distribution,
energy and infrastructure sectors worldwide, along with financial
banking, mergers and acquisitions and a rapidly developing
private sector.
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African Legal Desk
The KILIÇ & Partners African Legal Desk provides advice to
companies based in African countries on their activities in
Turkey as well as to Turkish clients on their projects in Africa.
Our practice areas are varied and extensive, although we pride
ourselves on being able to tailor our legal services, to fit our
individual corporate clients business needs. As well as English,
French and Arabic we have native Turkish and African languages
spoken, within our African Legal Team.
The African Desk regularly advises Turkish companies on legal
matters of their projects in the African region including North
African member countries as well as South Africa.

American Legal Desk
The KILIÇ & Partners American Legal Desk deals with a wide
range of legal issues and provides the best possible solutions for
our corporate and international clients from the USA, Mexico,
Canada, Brazil and other English, Portuguese and Spanish
spoken countries in America.
Our American & Iberian Team has acquired considerable
experience from acting on behalf of our clients in International
transactions with the client driven approach to the international
trade sector, establishing new business relationships, in addition
to dealing with various legal issues, to assist business operations
and the needs required in the areas of American countries and
Turkey.
Our Desk regularly advises Turkish companies, on the legal
matters of their projects in English, Spanish, and Portugese
spoken countries.
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CIS & Russian Legal Desk
The KILIÇ & Partners CIS & Russian Legal Desk has been operating
for a number of years dealing with international legal issues, in
relation to the operations of leading companies in the CIS and
Russian speaking countries and Turkey. We work with Turkish
and multinational clients, including financial and corporate
institutions and have substantial commercial experience and
knowledge, within the CIS & Russian Legal Team.
The CIS & Russian Desk is widely recognized for its expertise in
providing legal advice to leading companies from the CIS member
states (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, including also
Turkmenistan and Ukraine as its de facto associated member
states) on their business activities in Turkey. Our Desk also
regularly advises Turkish companies on the legal matters of their
projects in the CIS member states.

EU Legal Desks
The KILIÇ & Partners European Legal Desk based in our Istanbul
office, has been operating for a number of years in relation to
international legal issues of companies operating between the
European Union and Turkey. The EU Legal Team has substantial
commercial experience and knowledge of EU law matters such as
the European Internal Market.
We pride ourselves on being able to tailor our legal services to fit
our individual corporate clients needs. In addition to our English,
German and French qualified lawyers, within our European
team we also have native Turkish, Dutch and Ukrainian qualified
lawyers, and hence, we are able to provide our legal services,
both in Turkey and abroad .
Our well established EU French, BeNeLux, German, and Iberian
Legal Desks are widely recognized for its expertise in providing legal
advice to leading companies from European Union, who are focused
on the Turkish market dealing with legal issues concerning Turkish
law in conjunction with European Union Law.
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Arbitration
Commercial Litigation & Negotiations
Legal Risk Management
Corporate & Transactional:
Banking & Finance
Capital Markets
Commercial Contracts
Competition | Antitrust & Compliance
FDI & Investment Management
Cross Border Mergers & Acquisitions
International Trade
Intellectual Property
Privatization | PPP
Project Finance
Public Companies & Equity Finance
Real Estate Acquisitions
Restructuring & Insolvency
Legal Opinions & Analysis
Legal Seminars & Workshops
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Industry Groups
Energy Distribution & Infrastructure
Financial & Banking Institutions
Real Estate & Construction
Information Technology & Telecoms
eBusiness
Insurance
Aviation, Shipping & Logistics
Healthcare & Pharmaceuticals
Sports, Media & Entertainment
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Astoria Kempinski, A Tower, Floors 8-10
Büyükdere Street, 127
34394 Esentepe Şişli Istanbul | Turkey

Contact Us

E : info@tr.kilicandpartners.com
W : www.kilicandpartners.com
T : +90 212 277 41 11
F : +90 212 340 76 01
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